AGENDA

1. Notice of Public Meeting

2. Roll Call

3. Approval of Minutes of February 13, 2008

NEW BUSINESS:

4. Camden’s request for $484,152 for Special Service District - Clean Team – Year 1

5. Irvington’s two requests for:
   a. $306,168 for Clean Team/Clean Community Initiative Phase III
   b. $122,423 for Marketing/Business Attraction & Retention Phase III

6. Jersey City’s request for $125,000 for Rising Tide Capital Grant – Year 1

7. Lakewood’s request for $250,000 for Cooperative Advertising Program – Pilot

8. Millville’s request for $340,000 for Economic Development Grant (Phase II) Groupe SEB (T-Fal)

9. Paterson’s two requests for:
   a. $125,000 for Small Business Development Center – Year X
   b. $12,295 for a Contract Amendment request for Silk City Trolley (UEZA 08-119), increasing the project from $31,000 to $43,295

10. Phillipsburg’s request for $85,850 for Marketing Program – Phase VI

11. Plainfield’s Contract Amendment request for $72,000 for UEZ Police Officers, UEZA 06-114, increasing the project from $286,054 to $358,054

12. Pleasantville’s request for $516,622 for Zone Marketing Phase IV
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AGENDA

13. Vineland’s two requests for:
   a. $756,800 for Landis Avenue Closed Circuit Cameras
   b. $3,810,000 for Second Generation Funds for Economic Development
      Loan to Family Venturers, LLC and Vineland Ice Arena, LLC

CONSENT AGENDA

14. Elizabeth’s request for $10,105 for 2nd Ward Beautification Planters Program – Phase 1

15. Contract Amendments:

   Asbury Park  UEZA 08-01  change
   Bayonne      UEZA 05-119 extension
               UEZA 06-02 extension
               UEZA 06-03 extension
               UEZA 06-05 extension
               UEZA 06-19 extension
               UEZA 06-136 extension
               UEZA 06-137 extension
               UEZA 07-02 extension
               UEZA 07-53 extension
               UEZA 07-127 extension
   Camden      UEZA 07-146 extension
   Carteret    UEZA 08-17 other
   Jersey City UEZA 05-55 extension
   Kearny      UEZA 07-24 change, increase
   Millville   UEZA 07-84 extension
   Mount Holly UEZA 07-115 extension
   Paterson    UEZA 07-116 other
   Phillipsburg UEZA 07-119 extension
   Vineland    UEZA 06-14 extension
   West New York UEZA 07-50 extension

OLD BUSINESS:

16. Other

17. Open to the Public

18. Adjournment